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What is the magnitude of the impacts on Russia´s economic growth generated by economic sanctions due to the invasion?
Research Question

With this research question, we look for:
• Measure the impact done by the economicsanctions imposed on Russia since 2014 for theillegal annexation of Crimea and contrast them,with the new sanctions for the unjustified militaryaggression against Ukraine in 2022.
• Compare the impacts and the expectative ofgrowth in Russia between the sanctions imposed in2014 for the annexation of Crimea and thecurrents sanctions for invading Ukraine.
• Analyze the efficiency of sanctions as aninstrument of politics to achieve the objectivesestablished by the sanctioning country.
• Identify the size of the economic impact producedby the sanctions of the EU based on the theory ofeconomic gravity model.

Research Problem

Theoretical Framework

Hypothesis
It is expected that the inflationary rates of the countrywill increase, due to the massive arrival of new andreinforced sanctions against Russia, with restrictions onimports and exports, accompanied by the massivedeparture of many multinationals leaving the country.

Neuenkirch (2015) with an empirically assesses howeconomic sanctions imposed by the UN and the US affectthe target states’ GDP growth, concludes that sanctionsimposed by the UN have a significant influence oneconomic growth. On average, the imposition of UNsanctions decreases the target state’s real per capita GDPgrowth rate by 2.3–3.5 pp.Otherwise, González (2019) regarding the impacts on theGDP taking as an example Iran, concludes that therestrictions have caused considerably severe effects on theIranian economy, the main objective of favoring a changein Iran’s behavior is not achieved, it can be evidencedthat the sanctions are not only ineffective but alsocounterproductive.Methodology and Expected Results Final Recommendations

Over years sanctions have become one of the mostpopular tools for governments to address foreign policychallenges and punish sanctioned countries to try toalter the strategic decisions of state and non-state actorsthat threaten their interests or violate internationalnorms of behavior, such as terrorism, national security,breach of Human Rights or military conflicts.The current conflict between Russia and Ukrainerecreates the impacts and relevance of economicsanctions, where Russia has been dealing with a: lockingof social networks, laws against freedom of expression, aweakening economy, the massive departure of companiesfrom the West, and basic goods shortages are all part ofthe picture of the country.

The model that we estimated to answer the research question and develop theargumentative component, is given by:!"#$%& = '! + '"()*+%,#* %-./ + '# ()*+%,#* (/0/",%- + 1In the model, the dependent variable "growth" is composed of the GDP per capita (currentUS$) of Russia, this data is extracted from The World Bank; we will characterize the typeof sanction in order to define under which aspects the sanction has the greatest impact, andthe severity of the sanction will be used to check whether stricter sanctions have a greaterimpact.Guiding us from the paper The Impact of UN and US Economic Sanctions on GDP Growthwe took the 2 hypotheses proposed to see their results, in Russia directly. These hypothesesare:H1: UN and US economic sanctions have a negative effect on the target country’s real GDPper capita growth.H2: The negative effect is stronger for UN sanctions than for US sanctions.
In confirmation of H1, both UN and USeconomic sanctions reveal a negative andsignificant influence on the targetcountry’s real GDP growth. The adverseeffect is –2.77 pp when only UN sanctionsare considered and –1.07 pp when onlyUS sanctions are considered.Statistical testing rejects the nullhypothesis that the adverse effect of UNsanctions (–2.30 pp) and the USsanctions (–0.85 pp) are equal at the 10%level (F(1,2043) = 2.73*). Therefore, wecan affirm H2 as well since the adverseeffect of economic sanctions on real GDPgrowth is stronger for UN sanctions thanfor US sanctions. Bibliography and References
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Put on the table the failed sanctions than can create a new baseline for engagement with the target of: Another good possibility is to make a strong multilateral political commitment that makes these sanctions more effective with: Create new and more efficientsanctions to the present. Thisis for sanction implementation.It can be good since pastmistakes are taken into accountto improve and be moreeffective.
Collective decision-makingwithin a multilateralinstitutional framework. Assuch, the dynamics of decision-making, implementation,monitoring, and resolution areinfluenced by this factor.

Sanctions can be framed in apositive way, as they have inthe case of Iran.
Develop a universal mechanismof communication processes thatleads countries to discuss theirobjectives in order to getmultilateral benefits accordingto their economic utility.Unanticipated sanctions can beachieved by contingencyplanning, short deliberations,quick implementation, and theuse of instruments that havenot been used before.
Finally, the content of manyinternational sanctions is carriedout by internationalorganizations arriving atnegotiation, bargaining, andbilateral deals.The consequences of the current sanctions due to the military invasion of Ukraine are alreadyseen in the Russian economy, the Ruble was debility by more than 20% against the dollar andthe inflation is over the 12% in Russia, where more than 60,000 people have lost their jobs as adirect result of Western sanctions. For this reason, we expect the sanctions will have a drasticimpact on the GDP of the Russian economy, with strong implications for the short andmedium-term. In this way, it is very likely that the Russian economy will not recover soon, withsanctions from the West which will hinder future negotiations of multilateral agreements orinternational cooperation.
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